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In many practical systems, acoustic radiation control on noise sources contained
within a finite volume by an acoustic enclosure is of great importance, but difficult to be accomplished at low frequencies due to the enhanced acoustic-structure
interaction. In this work, we propose to use acoustic metamaterials as the enclosure
to efficiently reduce sound radiation at their negative-mass frequencies. Based on a
circularly-shaped metamaterial model, sound radiation properties by either central or
eccentric sources are analyzed by numerical simulations for structured metamaterials.
The parametric analyses demonstrate that the barrier thickness, the cavity size,
the source type, and the eccentricity of the source have a profound effect on the
sound reduction. It is found that increasing the thickness of the metamaterial barrier
is an efficient approach to achieve large sound reduction over the negative-mass
frequencies. These results are helpful in designing highly efficient acoustic enclosures
for blockage of sound in low frequencies. C 2014 Author(s). All article content,
except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution
3.0 Unported License. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4902339]

I. INTRODUCTION

Acoustic metamaterials with negative dynamic mass have been considerably developed in the
past decade, and one of their main applications is the efficient sound attenuation over low frequency bands.1–3 Three-dimensional metamaterial structures are firstly proposed and they typically
consist of a hard core surrounded with a soft coating and embedded in a rigid matrix.1 Later
developed two-dimensional acoustic metamaterials composed of mass-weighted membranes have
the lower mass weight, making them more preferably used in noise isolation.4,5 The single cell of
membrane-type metamaterials blocks sound in a narrow frequency range, but a multi-celled array has
been shown to provide multiple peaks in transmission loss.6 In addition, a simple stretched membrane
has very good sound reflection performances below the cutoff frequencies.7,8 Influences of geometric
and material properties of membrane structures on sound reflection have been evaluated by analytic
vibro-acoustic models,9–11 and examined also by numerical and experimental studies.12–14
The focus of sound reduction analyses on metamaterials has been largely concentrated on the
case where the reflected waves by metamaterial slabs will be radiated to infinity and not coming
back to produce additional wave loadings. However, there are many practical systems in which
noise sources are contained within a finite volume, and sound radiation control of noise sources by
an enclosure (barriers) has the profound significance in engineering applications. Due to the existence of enclosed volume between the source and barrier, the acoustic-structure coupling interaction
makes effective sound insulation difficult to realize, especially in the low-frequency regime. This
work aims at exploring the possibility of utilizing acoustic metamaterials with negative effective
mass to be the sound barrier and to suppress sound radiation at negative-mass frequencies.
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FIG. 1. A circularly-shaped metamaterial with an internal source.

The paper is organized as follows. We introduce the model geometry in Sec. II and provide an
analytic model of sound radiation by considering a central source. The structure model of metamaterial barriers is presented in Sec. III and sound reduction analyses are conducted regarding both the
central source and eccentric source. Conclusions of the results are laid out in Sec. IV.

II. THE MODEL OF THE PROBLEM

Without the loss of generality, we consider the two-dimensional scenario, as shown in Fig. 1,
where a circular cavity of radius R is enclosed by the metamaterial barrier with the thickness h.
Acoustics will be radiated from a vibrating cylinder of the radius R0, which locates at the coordinate
origin. The enclosed cavity and external free field are assumed to be the air with the mass density
ρ0=1.25 kg/m3 and sound velocity c0=343 m/s.
The barrier will be designed based on the thin-plate acoustic metamaterials, which are characterized by a fluid material with anisotropic effective mass density ρ=diag[ρr ,ρθ ]. In the timeharmonic case (e− jωt ), the general expression of acoustic wave equation in the metafluid with
anisotropic mass is written as
 ω2
∇ · ρ−1∇p +
p=0
κ

(1)

where κ is the bulk modulus. In polar coordinates, this equation is expressed as


1 ∂ r ∂p
1 ∂ 2 p ω2
+ 2
+
p=0
r ∂r ρr ∂r
κ
r ρθ ∂θ 2
By use of separation of variables, we have p(r,θ) = R (r) · Θ (θ) and rewrite Eq. (2) as
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+
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Θ′′(θ) + m2Θ(θ) = 0

(2)

(3a)
(3b)

The solution of Eq. (3a) is the Bessel function of the order ν = m ρr /ρθ . Then the general
expression of acoustic pressure is given by


p(r,θ) =

∞



Jv (k r r)eimθ , with k r = ω ρr /κ

(4)

m=0
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From Eq. (4), the particle velocity in the radial direction is obtained as
vr (r,θ) =

∞
kr  ′
J (k r r)eimθ
jωρr m=0 v

(5)

According to Eqs. (4) and (5), the pressure and radial velocity fields in each region of Fig. 1 are
given below.
In the enclosed cavity,
p=

∞ 



Bm Jm (k0r) + Am Hm (k0r) eimθ

(6a)

m=0
∞

k0  
Bm Jm′ (k 0r) + Am Hm′ (k0r) eimθ
jωρ0 m=0

vr =

(6b)

In the metamaterial barrier,
p=

∞ 



Dm Jν (k r r) + Cm Hν (k r r) eimθ

(7a)

m=0

vr =

∞

kr  
Dm Jv′(k r r) + Cm Hv′ (k r r) eimθ
jωρr m=0

(7b)

In the free field,
p=

∞


Em Hm (k0r)eimθ

(8a)

m=0

vx =

∞
k0 
Em Hm′ (k 0r)eimθ
jωρ0 m=0

(8b)

where k 0=ω/c0, Am , Bm , Cm , Dm , and Em are unknown scattering coefficients. At interfaces r 1=R
and r 2=R+h, the continuous conditions of the pressure and radial velocity result in
* Am + = T * E m +
, Bm , 0 -

(9)

T = (M1)−1N1(N2)−1M2

(10)

with

where

Mi = 


Ni = 


Hm (k0r i )
k0 ′
H (k0r i )
ρ0 m
Hr (k r r i )
kr ′
H (k r r i )
ρr r

Jm (k0r i )



k0 ′
Jm (k 0r i ) 
ρ0

Jr (k r r i ) 

kr ′
Jr (k r r i ) 
ρr


(11a)

(11b)

Acoustic monopole (m=0), dipole (m=1), quadrupole (m=2) will be considered and realized by
imposing pressure boundary condition pm = Im eimθ at the interface r=R0. This condition leads to
Bm Jm (k0 R0) + Am Hm (k0 R0) = Im

(12)

Combining Eqs. (9) and (12) can get that
Em =

Im
T11 Jm (k0 R0) + T21 Hm (k0 R0)

(13)
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FIG. 2. The structure model of the metamaterial barrier.

The barrier’s performance can be characterized by the reduction of pressure level at a far location
(r=Rfar≫R+h) due to the presence of the barrier. For the cylindrical source of the m-th order, the
sound reduction SR is expressed as
SR = 20 log

T11 Jm (k0 R0) + T21 Hm (k0 R0)
Hm (k0 R0)

(14)

III. SOUND REDUCTION ANALYSES ON THE METAMATERIAL ENCLOSER
A. Geometric structures and properties of the metamaterial barrier

The metamaterial barrier we considered is physically realized by circularly arranged rectangular channels filled with thin-plate structures and adjacent channels are separated with the rigid
and fixed solid as shown in Fig. 2. In each channel, thin plates of the width 4.8 mm and thickness
9.6 µm are arranged periodically with the lattice constant 3 mm. This structure can be seen as
a fluid medium with anisotropic mass density. Since the rigid solids separating the channels are
motionless, the annular density of effective fluid is infinite. Due to the vibroacoustic behavior of the
clamped layer in the
 channel, the radial density follows the Drude-medium model, and is expressed
as ρe=ρ 1−ωc2/ω2 . Negative effective radial density can be achieved below the cut-off frequency
ωc, which equals probably the fundamental natural frequency of the clamped plate. The purpose of
this work is to verify if the sound reduction is achievable in the negative-mass band when the source
is enclosed within the metamaterial barrier.
In the following study, we consider two types of materials for the thin plate: the epoxy (Young’s
modulus 2.5 Gpa, Poisson’s ratio 0.4, and mass density 1400) and aluminum (Young’s modulus
70 Gpa, Poisson’s ratio 0.33, and mass density 2700). We assume and verify later that effective
properties of the circular metamaterial inherit those of the planar system, which can be determined
according to the transfer matrix method.11 The results of effective radial density ρe and bulk modulus
κe are shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) for different number N=1, 3, 5 of epoxy and aluminum plates. It
is shown that effective parameters are almost independent on the layer number, meaning that they
can be trusted to represent the structured metamaterials. The cut-off frequencies for the epoxy and
aluminum plates are respectively 558 Hz and 2166 Hz. In the following sections, we will analyze
the sound reduction effect of the circular enclosure made of this metamaterial in the negative-mass
region by setting the resonant frequency of the enclosed cavity in between 558 Hz and 2166 Hz.
B. Sound radiation by the central source

We consider the circular enclosure with R=90mm and R0=9mm. The metamaterial shell consists of three layers of thin plates, and has the thickness h=9mm. It is first noted that the air cavity
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FIG. 3. Effective radial mass density and bulk modulus for the (a) epoxy plate and (b) aluminum plate metamaterials.

enclosed by the rigid wall at r=R and having a nonvanishing pressure distribution at inner boundary
(r=R0) will exhibit the fundamental monopolar, dipolar, and quadrapolar resonances at frequencies,
669Hz, 1140Hz, and 1853Hz respectively. These resonant frequencies lie outside the negative mass
region for the epoxy-plate metamaterial, while inside the one for the aluminum-plate metamaterial.
We will examine if efficient sound reduction is achievable in the negative-mass region for both
metamaterial systems.
The sound reductions of the metamaterial barrier under excitations of monopolar, dipolar, and
quadrapolar sources are shown in Fig. 4 by the solid circles. The shaded region indicates the
frequency band of negative effective mass. For the epoxy-plate metamaterial system (Fig. 4(a)), a
remarkable dip of sound reduction can be observed in the negative-mass region for all three types of
excitation sources. These are typical results of acoustic-structure interactions, different than the case
in an open space, where the negative mass causes always the wave attenuation. We explain the physics of this phenomenon by the insufficient decay length of metamaterials near below the zero-mass
frequency. For metamaterials in an open space, zero-mass frequency corresponds almost exactly to
the dip in transmission loss, while for the finite space analyzed here, SR means zero at zero-mass
frequency as if the metamaterial doesn’t exist. Sound reduction goes further downwards below the
zero-mass frequency due to the small value of decay length, until at the dip frequency, absolute

FIG. 4. Sound reduction of the structured metamaterial, their effective medium, and a pure plate under excitations of
monopole, dipole, quadrapole sources for (a) epoxy plate and (b) aluminum plate systems.
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FIG. 5. Sound reduction given by effective medium prediction for various barrier thicknesses h=0.01, 0.1, and 1m in
(a) epoxy plate and (b) aluminum plate systems.

values of negative mass are large enough to block the sound radiation. It is worth to note that this
phenomenon happens in a general manner regardless of the source types and metamaterial systems
with zero-mass frequencies either lower (Fig. 4(a)) or higher (Fig. 4(b)) than the cavity resonant
frequencies. It is also significant to compare the sound reduction of the metamaterial barrier and that
of a conventional material. The latter material is chosen as the pure epoxy or aluminum plate with
the same weight of the plates used in constructing the metamaterial structures, namely the pure plate
with the thickness 0.0285mm. The results are shown in Fig. 4 by the dashed lines. In the case of
the monopolar source, the bending vibration of the plate is prohibited and the system exhibits weak
radiation effect at low frequencies. In this special case, a pure plate is superior to the metamaterial
barrier for sound reduction in the low-frequency regime. However for other sources types, the sound
reduction of a pure plate is not better than the metamaterial. For the aluminum metamaterial system
(Fig. 4(b)), more than 20 dB improvement can be obtained below 500 Hz. We also demonstrate that
effective medium predictions (solid line) based on the analytic model developed above match very
well the results of actual systems. This makes it more convenient to conduct the parametric analyses
on sound reduction by the metamaterial barrier.
Based on the analytic model, we first analyze the influence of the barrier thickness on the
sound reduction, as shown in Fig. 5, where three different thicknesses h=0.01, 0.1, and 1m of the
barrier are examined. It can be found in any cases that, the dip frequency of sound reduction moves
upwards as the thickness increases. This is because that the decay length has been enhanced by the
increased physical size of the metamaterial. In the special case of h=1m, the band of efficient sound
reduction has been defined exactly by the negative-mass frequencies. This example shows that the
barrier thickness has a profound influence on the sound reduction of the metamaterial. Studied in
the second example is the effect of the cavity size, as shown in Fig. 6, where three different cavity
radii R=R0, 3 R0, 5 R0 are chosen. The case of R=R0 means no existence of the cavity, and is
the case where the dip frequency is closest to the zero-mass frequency. The presence of the cavity
will inevitably drop down the dip frequency. The result suggests that the cavity size needs to be
diminished as small as possible for efficient sound reduction.
C. Sound radiation by the eccentric source

This section will deal with the case where the source origin S(x 0,0, y0=0) is offset from
the origin O(0, 0) of the circular barrier. In this case, the sound reduction is non-uniform among
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FIG. 6. Sound reduction given by effective medium prediction for various cavity sizes R=R 0, 3 R 0, 5 R 0 in (a) epoxy plate
and (b) aluminum plate systems.

different directions, and we examine only the maximum sound radiation measured in the OS
direction. Figure 7 shows the sound reduction of the aluminum-plate metamaterial barrier (solid
circles) in the case of the eccentricity x 0=45mm. Multiple dips in sound reduction appear in the
negative-mass region. Relative to the pure aluminum plate (dashed lines), efficient sound reduction
is achievable below the first dip frequency except the monopole source case. Although the developed analytical model is invalid here, effective medium predictions can still be provided based on

FIG. 7. Sound reduction of the structured metamaterial, their effective medium, and a pure plate under excitations of
monopole, dipole, quadrapole sources for the aluminum plate system with the eccentricity x 0=45mm of the source.
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FIG. 8. Sound reduction given by effective medium prediction for various eccentricity x 0=0, 30, 60mm of the source in the
aluminum plate system.

FIG. 9. Sound reduction given by effective medium prediction for various barrier thicknesses h=0.01, 0.1, and 1m in the
aluminum plate system with the eccentricity x 0=45mm of the source.

the simulation for a homogeneous medium with effective parameters, as shown by the solid line,
and are in good agreement with the actual results.
As seen in Fig. 7, a fundamental property of sound radiation by an eccentric source is that the
first dip frequency becomes insensitive to the source type. This is more clearly evidenced in Fig. 8,
where sound reductions are given by effective medium predictions for different eccentricities x 0=0,
30, 60mm. In the central source case (x 0=0), the angular distribution of the radiated acoustic fields
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is uniquely dependent on the type of source due to the symmetry of the system. Hence the first
dip frequency of the coupled system becomes higher for higher order of multipole sources. The
system symmetry will be broken in the presence of an eccentric source, and the radiation fields of
asymmetric modes can be excited with any types of sources. It is seen in Fig. 8 that the first dip
frequency remains almost unchanged against the variation of the eccentricity and localized near the
dip frequency in case of the central monopole source.
The effect of the barrier thickness on the sound radiation of an eccentric source with x 0=45mm
is illustrated in Fig. 9, where three different thicknesses h=0.01, 0.1, and 1m are considered. It is
found that the frequency band of efficient sound reduction can be greatly expanded with the increasing of the barrier thickness and overlaps with the negative mass band under case of a sufficiently
large thickness. We therefore conclude that increasing the barrier thickness to enhance the sound
reduction is robust against variations of the type and the eccentricity of the source.
From above analyses, it is quite evident that sound reduction behaviors of metamaterials
covering a finite volume of cavity are more complex than the case in an open space. Due to the
acoustic-structure interaction, sound reduction at low frequency is closely related to the barrier
thickness, the cavity size, the source type, and the eccentricity of the source. Their fundamental
correlations have been discovered by these preliminary studies. More analyses have to be conducted
for the practical system of interest.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Based on a circularly-shaped metamaterial model, we study the sound reduction property of the
metamaterial enclosure with an internal source. It has been demonstrated that a remarkable dip in
sound reduction always exists in the negative-mass band for a metamaterial with small thickness.
In the central source case, the dip frequency increases as the multipole source of higher order is
considered, while in the presence of a nonzero eccentricity of the source, it remains almost unchanged against the variation of the source type and eccentricity. Increasing the barrier thickness
is found to be the most effective approach to achieve efficient sound reduction over the entire
negative-mass band. Though based on an idealized model, the obtained results reveal features common to more complex systems in practice. They are potentially useful in designing highly efficient
metamaterial-based acoustic barriers.
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